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ABSTRACT
ALEXANDRIA TIDWELL:
Players: Gender and Sexuality in the Universe of Don DeLillo
(Under the direction of Dr. Jaime Marker)
This project considers Don DeLillo’s body of work (specifically the texts
Cosmopolis, Players, White Noise and Libra) in terms of gender and sexuality, two areas
often overlooked by the current body of scholarship on the writer. My analysis is
informed by contemporary queer theory — that is to say, an assumption of the
constructed nature of gender and sexual difference runs through the work. I begin by
defining two intertextual systems at work within

and, arguably, without

the novels.

(My first chapter deals with the capitalist system of Cosmopolis and Players, a closed
network serving to mirror and critique modernist assumptions; and my second chapter
focuses on a metafictive device used in White Noise and Libra). I establish them to be
homosocial environments, and then identify resistance or subversion within each system.
Ultimately, DeLillo’s universe recognizes the constructed nature of gender; and though
his representation of marginalized groups is arguably less than perfect, moments of
subversion or liminality characterize a narrative that is fragmented, heteroglot.
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INTRODUCTION
The Cold War has a presence in much of DeLillo’s work. Undet'w’orld{\991), of
course, focuses on the Cold War narrative and on the effects of its disintegration, as do
several of his others works indirectly {Libra [1988], most notably). But more
fundamentally, DeLillo’s methods of subversion, the body of postmodern assumptions
within which he writes, arose from the disillusionment with both Cold War ideology and
sixties idealism. The metanarrative that emerged from the Cold War was particularly
oppressive and difficult to maintain, considering, as Alan Nadel puts it in his
Containment Culture^ “its blindness, its contradictions, and its duplicities”(71). Inherent
in the containment narrative were strict conceptions of gender, as the masculinized image
ofAmerica stood in opposition to the emasculated Soviet Union, and of sexuality, as
fantasies of intrusion and subversion refracted to settle on both Russians outside the
country and homosexuals within it. In her Utopia Limited, Marianne DeKoven cites the
modernist movement, an aesthetic from which grew postmodernism, as “the crisis of
modernity’

modernity defined as the domination of metanarratives “of large synthesis,

unity and coherence”(13). The master narratives of modernity were both strongly
“asserted and contradicted, called into question, deeply problematized”(DeKoven 14).
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This seems applicable, as well, to the construction of the communist and homosexual
Other created by the Cold War narrative, itself an ideology far more volatile and difficult
to maintain than those of modernity.
The constant fear of communist infiltration that marked the McCarthyism of the
late forties and early fifties, however, was waning by the mid-fifties. By the mid-sixties.
inherent problems within the containment narrative, as well as the crescendo of modernist
crisis and disillusionment with the counterculture movement, gave rise to postmodern
thought. It was characterized by (to simplify Lyotard’s definition) incredulity in such
metanarratives

Cold War nationalist ideology and the idealism of the sixties, reflected

as they are in the modernist yearning for a unifying, master narrative. Of course, to make
this comparison is to generalize and to oversimplify, but the assumption of a monolithic.
teleological meaning runs through each of these. Postmodernism represents a break with
the modernist search for utopia, the embrace of the fragmented that modernism resisted.
Postmodernism

the “dominant cultural forms of postmodemity” — resists unification

or clear definition because that is by definition “diverse, heterogeneous, full of internal
contradiction”(DeKoven 16).
Postmodern thought contains a great many characteristics that have been defined
and feuded by many theorists

but postmodern conceptions of power and resistance, in

particular, showed a marked shift, and are the most crucial definitions to my argument in
the following chapters. The binaries between “dominance and oppression, tyranny and
revolution” were replaced by “a diffuse, multidirectional, fluid, oscillating” conception of
power(DeKoven 15). DeLillo’s style is infomied by the postmodern assumption that no
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one is outside the culture, that everyone is complicit in perpetuating the structures of
power within society. DeLillo seeks to “resist from within” the culture, through irony,
distancing, subversion, creating an implicit critique(DeKoven 16). DeLillo and other
postmodernists

the most widely-read are perhaps Thomas Pynchon, Kurt Vonnegut,

E.L. Doctorow and William Burroughs, all active at least ten years before DeLillo
published his first novel in 1971

react to such problematically binaried thought by

recognizing the discursive structures behind narratives. In his novels DeLillo slyly
debunks assumptions ofteleological meaning and acknowledges the plurality and
fragmentation of society.
However, DeLillo seems to differ from his postmodern contemporaries in several
ways. He seems to emphasize his characters’ lack of agency over their subversion from
discourse or metanarratives, using subversive language (irony, distancing) that is more
subtle than the work of other postmodernists. He does not experiment with and
undermine language as other postmodernists do(with some limited exceptions). These
are two connected characteristics of his work, as discourse derives its power from
language; thus, DeLillo does not undermine language as he perceives discursive
structures to be more oppressive, subversion of the system to be more subtle. Cosmopolis
(2003), which I analyze in part in my first chapter, is perhaps the most extreme
manifestation of this. Eric Packer, the central character, imposes a unified ideology on the
world around him, defining his identity in opposition to an Other; the tension in the text,
and the larger social critique, surface in moments when the pluralism of the culture
around Eric is made visible. There are a few, limited exceptions to DeLillo’s method of
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subversion. Some of DeLillo’s earlier works

most notably Rattier s Star(1976)

experiment with form in a more visible way; and some comment directly on subversive
language like the mentions of glossolalia and made-up language in The Names(1982).
Additionally, DeLillo offers “resistance from within” by defying Romantic
individualist assumptions. An aspect of this is his use of metafictive devices to draw
attention to the constructed nature of the novel. The individualist-intentionalist discourse
is replaced in DeLillo’s works with other stabilizing power structures

but these are

consciously shaped, visibly constructed. This is related to DeLillo’s habit of literalizing
literary theory in his novels. Many of his characters are devices, used to reify theories.
His characters are used not only metafictively but to reveal how certain epistemological
structures shape identities and actions outside the text. In Cosmopolis(2003)and in
Players(1977), both discussed in my first chapter, he creates a capitalist system in which
identity is created in relation to a nonwhite Other. Within this system lies the vestiges of a
Cold War narrative, now shifted to other a new group of people. More subtle in this
system, however, is the masculine/feminine binary opposition which is upheld by the
system, and which I identify in the first chapter. Similarly, such discursive systems take
shape in

(1988) and White Noise

These, however, are a little more difficult

to define in that these systems are not reified in discursive apparatuses, as the narrative in
Players and Cosmopolis takes shape in capitalist practices(however incorporeal or
hyperreal the characters perceive these practices to become). DeLillo writes about these
instead with the term “plot,” which becomes simultaneously metafictive and an
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abstracted representation of discursive forces. At any rate, the system presents as just as
homosocial as the capitalist one.
His use ofthe term “plot,” which spans several novels and which 1 discuss in my
second chapter, acquires several meanings: the conspiratorial, political plot which
operates within the diegesis; the plot ofthe novel itself; and the controlling effects of
discursive structures within society. These meanings are often in use all at once, making
“plot” a fragmenting term which reveals disconcerting political and social implications in
the metafictive device. These systems become the subject of his works, commented on,
rather than the discourse used to relay the subject of his work. The subversion in
DeLillo’s work ultimately occurs extradiegetically, in his use of irony and metafictive
devices to distance characters and to implicitly reference the tyranny of discursive
systems. His characters often remain stagnant within the systems he constructs, unable to
break from the discourse. A circular movement characterizes the arc of his narratives:
characters return to where they began, as they are either reabsorbed into the system
{Americana [1971], Great Jones Street[1973], White Noise [1985]), or die {Running Dog
[1978], Libra [1988], Mao II[1991], Cosmopolis [2003]). The reader, on the other hand,
is privy to the critique that is made within the discursive restraints constructed within the
novel, which themselves mirror those outside the novel.
I previously indicated that DeLillo tends to emphasize his characters’ lack of
agency. He does, however, acknowledge subversion extratextually, in strange insights he
bestows on his characters. They find themselves uttering things, often without knowing
where the thought came from; they often do not think very deeply on it. This serves to
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emphasize the novels’ constructed nature, and to destabilize the individualist bias. It is
clear in these moments that DeLillo is speaking through his characters, although the
wavering nature of his narration

as he shifts from an aloof third-person, to first-person.

to random bits of information that often infiltrate into the narration

implicates him as

another character, another unstable identity. This is perhaps fitting, as his subversion of
the system is inconsistent. He often recognizes the discursive pressures on heterosexual
men to maintain an image of masculinity, but falls short of according his women or
homosexual characters with this insight. Despite shortcomings in representation, DeLillo
creates novels that are ultimately critical of the status quo and subversive.
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CHAPTER ONE

DeLillo is at the height of his obsession with power structures when he focuses on
capitalism. This is most overt in Players {\91^) and Cosmopolis (2003), two novels
which center on men who work daily in global finances, and which create a racial other
inherently tied to and at odds with capitalist practices. The capitalist system that emerges
is removed from the reality of those othered: the system becomes hyperreal, divorcing
those “inside” from the physical world and a historical context. Temporality, as well, is
different within the system, as the racial other is portrayed as operating in a reality
informed by the past, while those in the system are divorced from both their pasts and the
physical world, the present, and thus live in an environment which hastens the
future”(C 36). The gender dynamic in each system, however, is much more insidious,
varied and difficult to define than the racial one.

i. DeLillo’s Capitalist System and Its Driving Force
In Players^ DeLillo creates a system of capitalism at turns over-abstracted and
then concretized as a oppressive force that directly controls individuals. This portrayal of

capitalism resembles the disembodied drive of capitalism and globalization that pervades
Cosmopolis, though in Players capitalism as a force is portrayed as much less
omnipotent, all-consuming. In Players^ Lyle perceives the activities occurring in the
World Trade Center as operating in an orchestrated system that he later extends to whole
neighborhoods. There is in his coworkers’ bustle individuation (moments of conversation.
or descriptions of individuals), but the movements of those around Lyle are more often
portrayed as a monolithic buzz

or, perhaps more fittingly, as white noise

around

him. Those in the Exchange both are driven by and perpetuate the abstracted force of
capitalism, creating a dialectic of individuated action and submission to a larger
controlling force. Lyle perceives in the power of the larger driving force a sense of
purpose, and thereby a sense of identity. “In the electronic clatter,” he muses while
surveying the Exchange floor, “it was possible to feel you were part of a breathtakingly
intricate quest for order and elucidation, for identity among the constituents of a
system”{P 28). He feels that the people in the Exchange collectively “reconnoiter toward
a balance'

and, immediately following this line of thought with a seeming non

sequitur, Lyle “wonder[s] how much of the world, the place they share a lucid view of,
was still his to live in”{P 28). This seems to be constructed as a moment of clairvoyance:
in the following paragraph Lyle feels “an indistinct warp, a collapse in pattern, an
“unusual turbulence” in the usually steady buzz, that is revealed to be the sound of a
gunshot as George Sedbauer is shot by his own guest and a member of the terrorist group
which Lyle will soon join

decidedly a moment where the “outside” intrudes on the turf

of the capitalist system {P 28).
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When Lyle feels that he is “part of a breathtakingly intricate quest for order and
elucidation,” though his words certainly carry an uneasy reverence for the capitalist
system, DeLillo’s tone is also quite facetious. DeLillo here manages to create the sort of
ironic tension that he would perfect in White Noise seven years later, in which he
constructs a convincingly posthumanist world and simultaneously exaggerates a
character’s devotion (to the capitalist system in Players, to high-capitalist consumerism
in White Noise), to comical effect. In portraying Lyle at times ironically, DeLillo must
break slightly from Lyle’s point of view to nod to Lyle’s ridiculousness, which subtly
emphasizes DeLillo’s own distinction from Lyle and enabling the reader to feel a level of
superiority over Lyle. This, of course, serves to emphasize the novel’s constructedness.
As the novel progresses and Lyle becomes more embroiled in the terrorist plot, however.
DeLillo’s tone shifts from humorous to more serious. The level of irony is always subtle
and often

wavering, at once bringing the diegesis into question and undermining an

individualist bias outside the text. An insidious dialectic occurs here, as the reader is at
times alienated from the characters by DeLillo’s use of dramatic irony, and then again
aligned with the characters, without agency in an overwhelming capitalist system.
In Cosmopolis, DeLillo more uniformly undertakes a single subject position.
adapting all of Eric’s assumptions, oversimplifications and superstitions without the
implicit reflexivity that sarcasm or any awareness of irony requires. This accounts in part
for the
claustrophobia of Cosmopolis, the limited nature of its scope which bolsters the
inescapable quality of tbe capitalist system 25 years after Players. This difference in
portrayal is tied to DeLillo’s stylistic evolution, in which he abandons the humor and

irreverence of his works written in the 70s and, to an extent, the 80s, exchanging
flippancy and subversion for a more apocalyptic, more thoroughly antihumanist vision of
contemporary America’s relationship with capitalist practices and its influence in our past
and present social and political milieu. This is connected to postmodern assumptions
about the nature of power, in which there is no “outside” to the culture, and all are
complicit in perpetuating the power structures. Marianne DeKoven describes these
postmodernist assumptions: “we are always within the given of global, multinational,
corporate consumer capitalism”(15). DeKoven points out that subversion is still possible,
however, using “what Hutcheon calls ‘complicitous critique’ or ‘resistance from
within’”(15). In DeLillo’s earlier works, he uses characteristically postmodernist tactics
to subvert that culture from within the culture, shaping an implicit critique in his choices
“to ironize, distance” himself from his characters, and thus “resist[ing] those
configurations from within them”(DeKoven 16). In Cosmopolis, DeLillo’s critique is
harder to detect. Unlike many of his other novels, CosmopoUs is told through the
subjectivity of one character; the narration rarely distances or ironizes that character’s,
Eric Packer’s, ideological assumptions. The ideology is undermined only in moments
when the gaps in Eric’s worldview becomes apparent to the reader. Perhaps the most
striking discordance lies in Eric’s understanding of nonwhite people, which shifts
between considering his driver as little more than an object and idealizing, even
venerating a Sufi rapper of whose work he is a fan.
Typical of DeLillo’s style, the narration of CosmopoUs is an aloof, limited third
person, and most planning or motivation or intent is absent from the characters’
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introspection. His employees seem stationary, stagnant: where he is driven in the space of
the novel toward self-destruction, they sit uncomfortably in his limousine for a report,
and then disappear when he is not looking. A procession of these businessmen, each more
despondent and alienated than the last, funnel through Eric’s limousine.(This includes,
notably, one businesswoman, who stands as the only analyst outside the attritional effects
of subsisting on pure data. Her relative solidity, anchored in the physical world, is related
in the novel to her role as a mother, which is emphasized as her defining characteristic.)
He fmds them on the streets; they enter the vehicle without warning, the reader learning
only afterward that the meeting was planned. Mentions of the orchestration of Lyle’s
schedule, however, are vague, described in terms that indicate that the meetings arc not
exactly the efforts of individual actions. The reader is introduced to characters suddenly:
“Shiner was waiting inside the car”; “Michael Chin was in the jump seat now”;“Melman
was mnning in place,” positioned at a crosswalk to jump into the limousine when their
paths crossed, the reader learning later that she was called during her morning jog(Cl 1,
34,38 respectively). The people moving in and out of Eric’s life suddenly appear and
disappear. This characteristic of human interaction in the novel is not just relegated to his
subordinates. Eric suddenly sees his wife of less than a month, Elise, in a taxicab that
happens to pull up next to his tinted window while their respective drivers idle in traffic.
At one point Eric suddenly signals his driver and steps out of the limousine, to bound into
the apartment building of one of his lovers, Didi, and spontaneously have sex. “Was 1
expecting you?” she asks him afterward. “Just passing by,” he replies(C 25). She dresses
to return to work immediately after having sex. and an intricate, precise network of
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prerequisites reveals itself: that she just happened to be in her apartment during a work
day’s midmoming, that she had enough free time to have sex and wanted to have sex at
that moment. The episode becomes a sort of exercise in the system, in the spaces to
which each character has access to, and the complex, orderly series of routes that bring
characters together and then apart. Where Cosmopolis centers on the individuated effects
of the system, focusing on it as it relates specifically to Eric and the people around him.
in Players Lyle mostly presents it in vague terms that blanket the people working in his
office building. Because of Eric’s solipsism, his inner life is central to the system of
capitalism. Lyle is a pawn who becomes aware of the “waves and charges” of the system
because he begins to operate on the fringes, working for and against both capitalist
practices and the terrorist group.
Intent is absent or only indirectly hinted at, but events and the characters’ actions
remain orderly. Agency is removed, but it is not that the characters meet by chance, or
devolve into an entropic system. In Cosmopolis and Players^ people and things are put in
their place

restricted to certain spaces, driven to do what they do

not by chance or

intent or the materialist effects of capitalism, but by a sort of gravitational system
generated by the mass of capitalist phenomena. There is, however, an “outside” space,
“past the boroughs and toothpaste suburbs into measures of landmass and sky that could
only be called the deep distance,” a presence that Eric feels but cannot render in any more
detail than a shapeless, monolithic “outside”(C 6). Those who occupy this “outside”
space, often present in Eric s sphere as cabdrivers or chauffeurs(whose unseen presence
literally drives Eric) and often foreign-bom, are somehow inhabiting the past, connected
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to and in fact devastatingly influenced by a historical context. Where Eric lives in a world
of binary code and refcrentless signifiers, the poor, nonwhitc other solidly occupies the
physical world of hunger, shelter, violence and systemic discrimination (as evidenced in
Eric’s own system, a space where nonwhites arc not perceived to be lully people). In
Players^ Lyle, as well, idealizes the Latino other as Eric idealizes the othcred masses.
Lyle’s fraternization with the other, however, enables him to transverse the boundary
between “inside” and “outside.” Eric never docs this, which is connected to his solipsism.
Nothing existed around him. There was only the noise in his head, the
mind in time.
When he died he would not end. The world would end.
{Cosmopolis 6)
His meetings with analysts and with lovers become an extension of his intciior life,
Nothing exists in the narration

nothing exists in his world

that is not in his

experience, and his experience is fully in the “inside” of the system. In DeLillo’s novels,
his characters often experience a lack of interiority, as the individual is often difficult to
separate from his or her environment. A straightforward example is the dissolving of
boundaries that occurs when Jack Gladney and his wife Babetlc go to the supermarket in
^hite hloise

in the hypcrstimulating center of brand names, bright lights and

information buzz, there is no differentiation between a character s thoughts and his oi her
environment. This lack of interiority that comes over the characters while grocery
shopping is echoed throughout the novel, when DcLillo punctures characters thoughts
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with slogans or product names: “Clorets, Velamints, Freedent” or “Leaded, unleaded.
superleaded’'(WN 229, 199 respectively).
Eric’s solipsism is perhaps less elated, more inward-tending than the Gladney’s
lack of interiority. (It perhaps becomes a metaphor for the free market itself, which
simultaneously encourages individualist actions and perpetuates a degree of conformity.
on a domestic as well as a global scale, as American citizens compulsively consume and
as other cultures feel the effects of globalization. It seems that the system and the drive
related to it, associated with the neo-capitalist, comes to replace the myth of
individualism associated with earlier capitalist ventures.) The characters ofPlayers and
Cosmopolis are all introspective, although this introspection often serves as a microcosm
relatable to the larger environment. Lyle and Eric often feel alienated while also
exhibiting a strange sort of numbness

not numbness as it is often portrayed.

psychologically, as despondence or depression. The passivity that DeLillo conveys is
characterized by a perverse sort of fascination with the system that controls individuals.
DeLillo’s male, white characters

especially Lyle and Eric — feel energized in the

system, and seem to possess a strange, morbid insight into its effects. This differs from
many other materialist depictions of posthumanist environments: Lyle and Eric are not
fully in control of their actions, driven instead by the system, but they do not find this
surprising or disheartening (although the reader may impose negative feelings on their
acceptance of a lack of control and of interiority). DeLillo’s brand of postmodernism
eschews lamenting the lack of agency, although his style does characterize the drive as
foreboding, insidious, connected to the death-drive (Jack Gladney in White Noise
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reflexive term referring alternately to the diegesis itscll.

proclaimed that “All plots'

the conspiracy and the drive of the capitalist system

“tend to move dcathward” [/r.V

26]). In a subtle feature that clearly delineates DcLillo’s postmodern dicgcscs from
modernist works, Lyle and Eric arc portrayed to be almost instinctively aware of their
lack of control

although this emphasis on instinct is perhaps DcLillo s own nod to

misconceptions about the system, as white men perceive its effects and the resulting
hierarchies as “natural.” Although Eric and Lyle do not perceive the power distribution as
somehow arising inherently out of gender or race, they do seem to believe that society s
hierarchal structure arises from the natural tendency of societies to sclf-organizc into
hierarchies. At any rate, the passivity inherent in the system quashes any desire in the
white, heterosexual men
most ingrained

those perhaps in whom the conventions of the system arc

to consciously change the system.

Lyle has a running joke with McKcchnic, one of his coworkers, that conveys his
understanding of the system:
“Where are we, Lyle, as you put it so beautifully yourself.^
“We’re inside.”
'Where do we want to be?”
“Inside.” {Players 67)
Though it begins as a joke, Lyle and McKechnic repeat a variation of it with each lime
they meet. Lyle and McKechnie begin to say it obligatorily, in terse sentences. It soon
loses its lone, becoming a sort of ritual. However, it docs not lose its meaning for Lyle,
and is rooted in the sort of accidental insight that DcLillo often gives his characters. In
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one of the first encounters with McKechnie in the novel, this interaction takes place: “It’s
total decay,” McKechnie says morosely.“What are we talking about?” Lyle asks

such

confusion arises often in the conversations between characters in the novel, given as
DeLillo’s early novels are to the progressively entropic, drunken party scene and the
constant buzz of the capitalist system, and the resulting non sequiturs. “The outside
world,” replies McKechnie. “Is it still there?” Lyle says. “I thought we’d effectively
negated it. I thought that was the upshot” {P 22). Here Lyle is ostensibly talking about the
effects of globalism, as the “outside” converts to the system to become “inside.”
However, he is also possibly referring to the solipsism of the capitalism system, a place
where no one “drift[s] beyond the margins of things” and where one finds “identity
among the constituents of a system”(P 28). Of course, the irony of these statements is
that immediately following this train of thought, Lyle hears the shooting as George
Sedbauer, the insider who began associating with rebel forces, is killed by a terrorist. This
is arguably a sudden intrusion of the “outside,” a wake-up call of sorts that will
eventually prompt Lyle to join forces with the terrorist group. Lyle does later come to
drift beyond the margins, even arguably moving completely to the “outside,” when he
replaces Sedbauer as the insider in the terrorist group.

ii. The Capitalist System as Hyperreal
Capitalism comes to have an incorporeal presence generated, it seems, by the size
of its physical presence

what Pammy calls its “tyrannic grandeur”(P 24) — as

represented by the World Trade Center and the hordes of people that flow in and out of
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the building during work hours. The Center is so big, Pammy posits, as to defy
conventional language: “elevators should be enclosures,” but instead she “[thinks] of the
elevators as ‘places’,” and “if elevators were ‘places,’ the lobbies were ‘spaces’”(P 24).
Here Pammy discovers a discordance between language and her physical world, a sort of
lag between language change and the world created in a capitalist system. The World
Trade Center does not seem to create such a system around it because the goings-on
within it are more purely capitalist, but because of sheer mass of the capitalist heft it
represents. In Cosmopolis, too, size matters greatly: while leaving the (enormous,
expensive) building in which he lives (in the forty-eight room penthouse), Eric Packer
mused that he “felt contiguous with” the eighty-nine-storied skyscraper (9). The
skyscraper represents in its blunt monolith an undeniable hegemony, bordering on
totalitarianism. This becomes associated with Eric’s identity as a man : when he claims
that “[t]hey shared an edge or boundary, skyscraper and man, Eric seems to stress the
vertical position of each, man creating skyscraper as a next step in some consciously
evolutionary progression upward. The building becomes a phallic symbol, an image tied
Eric’s(white) manhood and the power that comes with that.
This runs counter to Pammy’s reaction to the largeness of the Center: in 1978 she
seems to regard it with distrust, thinking worriedly as she rides the elevator, Isn t it just i
matter of time before this place gets stuck with me inside it? {Players 24). Though
Pammy works in the World Trade Center, she does not work directly in the eapitalist
system as Lyle does.(Pammy works in a grief counseling firm, which has a bit of a
comical connotation: while Lyle deals with the abstraction of money and goods, Pammy
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systemizes human feelings.) She is not as alienated from the system as are nonwhite, but
she does feel like an outsider, and seeks to remove herself completely by going on a trip
to the rural Maine countryside. This becomes clear in her aversion to the strange
temporality of the system, her feelings of unease around the enormous mass of the World
Trade Center. At one of their drunken get-togethers with Jack and Ethan,Pammy admits
that she does not think she “can stand the idea oftomorrow”: “It’s just that I can’t
accommodate any more time than what’s right here”{P 42). Though this seems to present
a sense of separation from one’s past, like Eric feels acutely, it is also an alienation from
the accelerated temporality of the system. “It’s so modem-stupid,” she tells Jack; “It’s
this thing that people are robots that scares me,” she says, referring perhaps to the
emptiness and lack of interiority that characterizes those inside {P 42).
To Eric, the building’s virtue is its blunt, unapologetic size. Encased in “an
undistinguishable sheath of hazy bronze glass,” it “had the kind of banality that reveals
itself over time as being tmly bmtal”{Cosmopolis 9). He appreciates the architecture of
his apartment building for the blunt fact of its sheer enormity, and the irreverence of its
design in assuming a complete lack of distinction. In the plainness of its surface, vaguely
reflective, it “skim[s] and bend[s] the river light and mime[s] the tides of open sky,” and
Eric feels connected to it, “sharing the surface and the environment that came into contact
with the surface, from both sides”(9). This characterization of the building
environment

as an

is similar to Pammy’s. The size of the building changes the definition

to “place,” “space,” “environment'

words that describe larger spaces, as well as carry

a connotation of possessing a self-contained atmosphere or ambience. On one level, this
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creates a metaphor for the all-consuming, omnipotent powers of the free market; but
further, this refers to the free market system that renders the surrounding environment
hyperabstracted, that defines objects by their monetary value. This thus creates a sort of
mirrored but incorporeal world, divorced from the physical world. This is connected to
Eric’s observations as he looks at the refracting light in the “hazy bronze glass” of his
apartment building: the surface ofthe building captures the image of the world around
him and reflects a skewed, alternate version. Considering the presence of the skyscraperas-symbol in both novels, the implication is not just that these buildings are much bigger
than other buildings, but also that they create systems within themselves independent of
other environments, with contained systems of reference.
Eric, like Pammy,thinks the building has divorced itself from conventional
language; but unlike Pammy, he does not supply a new word to replace the old (i.e.,
“place” for “elevator”). The temporal rate of Eric’s reality outstrips the rates of
technology and oflanguage change that characterize the world outside.’ He moves
forward in time more quickly than the world around him. In the novel, Eric writes “a note
to himself about the anachronistic quality of the word skyscraper (C 9). Of the
skyscraper, Eric thinks to himself,“No recent structure ought to bear this word”:

It

belonged to the olden soul of awe, to the arrowed towers that were a narrative long before
he was bom”(9). In this passage an inchoately realized tension builds, as Eric’s language
and syntax used to describe language’s dearth is itself quite antiquated. It seems that
DeLillo shapes this purposefully: where words like “ought” and bear (used in this
context) seem a bit stilted, the use of“olden” is positively archaic. The form of“olden’
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il

becomes reflexive (it’s an old form of the word ‘old’), creating a tension between Eric’s
language and the environment he inhabits. Eric’s preoccupation with the outdatedness of
terminology associated with his environment, like Pammy’s, exposes a tension in the
environment itself: the modernist architecture of the skyscraper, creating as it does an
image of authoritarianism, clashes with the postmodern environment, informed as it is by
capitalism. Capitalism, which has indirectly informed the aesthetic of postmodernism,
has now become authoritarian, erasing the fragmentation that postmodernists so embrace.
The expanse of the capitalist system’s “inside” becomes broader, more powerful.
Eric delineates the system again when he marvels at the abstraction, the
purification of our symbol systems (“the eloquence of alphabets and numeric systems.
now fully realized in electronic form”[C 24]). Eric mentions the reduction of the world
into “the zero-oneness” of the new computer age(C 24). Pure data
conceptual form, unanchored to the physical world

data in its

flows through Eric. Though he

could be imposing his interiority on the world around him, an emphasis on an
individual’s mental state seems uncharacteristic of DeLillo; it seems more likely that
Eric’s interiority is created by and microcosmic ofthe greater system. Eric’s environment
is simplified into a greyscale, into concrete slabs and computer screens, into the global
money system as it exists in strings of binary code. The phalanx of computer screens
lining the interior of his limousine comes to represent the ubiquitous nature of the
computer system: he “used to sit here in hand-held space,” peeking at the coded
information on the screen of his palm organizer, but now he “could talk most systems into
operation or wave a hand at a screen and make it go blank”(C 13). “The context was
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nearly touchless,” he thinks contently, undoubtedly connecting his ability to tap into the
disembodied system without physical interference to the hyperreal nature of the system
itself
Lyle, as well, perceives “in the numbers and stock symbols an artful reduction of
the external world to printed output”: “a glance was all it took to return to him an
impression ofreality disconnected from the resonance of its own senses”(P 70). He
perceives Nassau Street

a central space in the system

as a “locked sector,” closed to

outsiders, where the district developed “an occult theology of money,’ where “at the
innermost crypt might be heard the amplitude of history, a system and rite to outshadow
the evidence of men’s senses”(P 131-2). Clearly Lyle understands the system as Eric
does. But Lyle is not so removed from the world that he cannot perceive the corporeal.
Eric seems only to recognize the space the lies outside the system as a monolithic
environment, with agents that creep into his world to chauffeur his limousine or perform
ethnic-influenced music. Eric’s world is made of the hyperreal; he does not feel he exists
outside it. Lyle, on the other hand, goes home at night to a different environment, to his
apartment, and socializes with people outside the system

his wife Pammy, Jack and

Ethan, and ultimately the terrorists Marina and J. Kinnear, two characters firmly situated
in the “outside.” However, he perceives the nature of the capitalist system that pervades
the Exchange, and its effect on the physical world as it computes things and people into
their monetary value. He also perceives Eric’s delineation between the space inside the
system and “outside,” though in terms far more explicit and self-aware than Eric’s own.
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Perhaps because of their lack of interiority, both Lyle and Eric interpret the drive
as inseparable from their own desires, rather than drawing the traditionally distinct
boundaries between the self and one’s environment. Eric for a moment watches the
goings-on outside the window of his limousine: “women in brisk skirts,” tourists,
construction workers heckling passersby. These moments, he thought.
were the scenes that normally roused him,[...] where the physical will of
the city, the ego fevers, the assertions of industry, commerce and crowds
shape every anecdotal moment.{Cosmopolis 41)
Eric especially perceives influence and pull in the enormous buildings, the highly
populated, animated areas, the financial districts that wield a disproportionate amount of
power over the rest of the world. He perceives a dynamism in data itself— not data in a
raw, inchoate form, but when gathered and organized by man and displayed on his
computer screens. Here one can see a connection in the things that Eric admires. Like the
building with which he feels “contiguous.

data” is a phenomenon of human control, of

constructing meaning from disparate bits of material. He perceives a representation of all
life in the “data” he reviews. Here “was the heave of the biosphere,” “[o]ur bodies and
oceans rendered “knowable and whole”(C 24). Necessary to gleaning power from these
raw materials seems to be the divorce ofsymbols from their referents in the physical
world. He admires “the eloquence of alphabets and numeric systems, now fully realized
in electronic form”(C 24). In removing any physical limit from this data, it retains its
pure, conceptual form, “their system, the idea of worldwide money,” as Marina tells Lyle
in Players(P 107). “It’s this system that we believe is their secret power,” “their invisible
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power,’* she says

“bip-bip-bip-bip, the flow of electric current that unites moneys.

plural, from all over the world”(C 107). When Marina describes the system, the only
time she relates it to a physical world is when she mentions its ability to transcend ioreign
currencies. The system she speaks of is an actual force, atomic perhaps, generated in the
mass and influence of the Exchange but also operating independently and outside of it.
She and her brother, Rafael (whose only appearances in the novel arc through his
influence on Marina), forming a terrorist team, target these waves and charges, the
“currents of invisible life” {P 107). The system is the “center of their existence,

their

way of continuing on through rotting flesh, their closest taste of immortality {P 107)
“their” being an indefinitely defined, vague presence of white capitalist businessmen
against which they position themselves. The capitalist system, despite its association with
products and brands and amassing wealth, is constructed in both novels as an incoiporcal
force that not only exists divorced from the physical world, but defies it. In both novels
the system is something that alienates the characters from a historical context, and that
creates a kind of time warp. Those “inside” operate in an environment that moves more
quickly into the future, thereby rendering the language that originates in the outside
quickly obsolete.
In this information in its pure form,“there was no intimation of lives defined by
the objects around them, morbid tiers of immortality”

referring to the compulsive

consumerism that is often associated with neo-capitalism {P 70). This seems a new kind
of capitalist environment than mid-century consumerism; instead of defining themselves
through products and aligning themselves with brands, people become the summation of
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the symbols, unanchored, connected to their bank statement. It seems that this shift in
dynamic was incited by the “paring away of money’s accidental properties,” when
banking and stock information was rerouted to computer systems, passing “from a paper
existence to electronic sequences”{P 75). This abstracted existence becomes an
increasingly pleasurable idea to Lyle,“a reinforcing source of meditation”{P 75): “This
was property in its own right, tucked away,” Lyle muses,” his particular share (once
removed) of the animal body” — presumably, ofthe capitalist system — “breathing in
the night”{P 70). The money “existed in purest form in his mind,” and yet in this pure
form its meaning becomes “increasingly complex, harder to name”{P 75). This
abstracted presence of money becomes more complex as its meaning moves further from
the physical referent, as its “accidental properties” are revealed as arbitrary. As the
system becomes hyperreal, identity becomes increasingly hard to define as well.
Characters refer to free-floating signifiers, stereotypes and archetypes produced by
society, rather than their physical presence. This comes up as DeLillo uses the word
complex” again and again, in terms of identity. Lyle finds himself“wondering if he’d
somehow become too complex to enjoy a decent meal in attractive surroundings {P 14);
or if“he’d become too complex to look at naked bodies, as such, and be stirred”{P 17).
Pammy, as well, “wonder[s] if she’d become too complex to put death before
grammar”{P 58), or if“she’d become too complex to care whether the others were gay
or straight”(P 71). This term “complex” comes to describe a divorce from the corporeal,
from instinctual feelings of hunger or lust or fear of death.
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This seems to be a foreshadowing of the capitalist system of Cosmopolis. which
outstrips the language ofthe physical world, and thus implies that the system has a time
warp effect on the space it occupies, as it moves faster than the social and cultural
dynamics that prompt language change. To posit that the system stands outside cultural
influence would be naive, as the novel itself is clearly a product of a particular social and
cultural context; however, Eric certainly seems to perceive a void where his past should
be, projecting ideas like “history” and “culture” onto the othered characters. The
capitalist system, as well, is portrayed to function as connective tissue creating an
international system of exchange. Implicit in this is the system s drive of globalism, as
other(ed) countries feel pressure to industrialize and shed certain aspects of their culture
to fully participate in the system. Of course, even those individuals who move from other
countries to the system center remain othered, unable to fully enter the sphere.

iii. The Nonwhite Other,“Outside”
In Cosmopolis, Eric’s admiration for the hyperreal nature of the system reveals in
the novel a removed portrayal of the body, and an underlying denial of the presence, and
the presentness, of the othered body that lives outside the system, in the physical world.
There is a passage in Players that portends the fundamental racial construction at the
center of Cosmopolis' system. Lyle spots a young Latino, the face of a thousand young
Latins in New York, boys standing outside supermarkets,” possessing a secret energy, a
second level of knowledge well-nourished by suspicion, and therefore negative and
tending to resist, and dangerous”(183). This is similar to how Eric characterizes men of
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color in CosnwpoUs: they possess a knowledge that he cannot know, an awareness of
their past, a connection to political strife. They live in an antagonistic world.(“I like
taxis," his wife tells him. “I was never good at geography and I learn things by asking the
drivers where they come from."“They come from horror and despair," Eric replies [16].)
The environment that Erie inhabits, on the other hand, exists in the future, where
language change cannot keep up with how fast the environment changes, where
technologies are obsolete in weeks. A part of this strange temporality lies in his alienation
from the physical world: he lives in a world where currency exists as digits stored in
computer memory banks, where information flickers on lighted screens. It is tempting to
apply Baudrillard’s hyperreal to the system — especially when prompted by assertions
like, “Every act he performed was self-haunted and synthetic"; or, the white limousine
was a platonic replica, weightless for all its size, less an object than an idea"(“platonic
replica" referring to the simulacrum, on which Baudrillard’s theory is based)(10). In a
move that seems uncharacteristic, Eric then doubles back: “But he knew it wasn’t true.
This was something he said for effect and he didn’t believe it for an instant”(10). Eric
runs through these thoughts only paragraphs down from describing the drivers of these
limousines, who “shar[ej an alertness that would be evident only in retrospect," who
possess a weariness of the physical world that Eric cannot relate to. For this system.
despite its incorporeality, is not a closed system, and in fact has the potential to devastate
the physical world and other, foreign worlds, existing in societies that stmggle to
industrialize and globalize.
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Lyle, in the beginning of the novel, perceives a great distance between himself
and those “outside.” Observing protestors outside the Towers. Lyle rcnccts that he
“[thinks] of these people as infiltrators in the district,” as “elements filtering in {P 27).
He feels that “the use of madness and squalor as texts in the denuneiation of capitalism
did not strike him as fitting here'

that “it was something else these men and women

had come to mean”{P 21). Here he seems to feel, vaguely, the role of those outside as
place holders, as a structure against which he defines himself Lyle, unlike Eric, wonders
what those “outside” might feel: he imagines “how building sueh as these would seem to
hold untouchable matter, enormous codifications of organic decay {P 49). Later, he Imds
himself in a new neighborhood and it occurs to him that this area had been there all day.
this unfinished space, a negative awareness”(P 74). This growing awaicness of the
structure of the binary opposition constructed between white men and nonwhite men
combination
seems connected to the civil rights movement of the 60s and 70s, which in
with the feminist movement and the gay liberation movement provided a frontal assault
on the traditional way that men defined their manhood—against an other who was
were real
excluded from full humanity by being excluded from those places where men
men”(Kimmel 202).
In Players, the effect of this system on the other becomes clear when he aligns
himself with Marina, a Latino terrorist planning to bomb the World Trade Center. She
tells him that she wants “to disrupt their system, the idea of worldwide money (P 107).
She believes that these “currents of invisible life” arc “the center of their existence,
“their closest taste of immortality” {P 107)

“they” being an abstracted group of
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capitalists, perceived by Marina as a sort of monolithic oppressive force. It is interesting
here that both sides depict each other as others, and define their identities in relation to
one another. Marina, perhaps, is constructed as a sort of projection of Lyle’s ideas about
the other. She is not quite round as a character

but most of DeLillo’s characters would

be considered flat, unchanging, as he defies traditional realist convention and the
individualist bias. In the novel, Marina remains othered by Lyle, but this seems to be
portrayed as a respectful relationship with the other, as Lyle recognizes that she comes
from a different space and perceives things differently than he does. He reflects that it is
“interesting, always, being touched by a woman,the first time, whose mind you know
runs on different lines from your own”{P 146). Here, Lyle and Marina have sex, which
becomes a sort of encounter with the ultimate other — as Marina is multiple times
othered, by being a woman, a Latino and having anti-capitalist allegiances. Lyle is struck
by the “angular force of their differences”: “Nothing about them was the same or shared,'
their histories nowhere coinciding”(P 188). Although this is perhaps a weak point in
Lyle’s insight

as Lyle’s capitalism has oppressed those around Marina and this very

physical presence of capitalism irrevocably affected Marina’s world view

he

recognizes in this moment(an instance focused on the present and the body) the
immediacy of his body. Lyle, “at her imperceptible urging,” “[feels] himself descend, he
[feels] himself occupy his body”(P 189). He hopes to, in this moment, discover
something about himself as elucidated by a glimpse into the perceptions of an other;
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He [tries] helplessly to imagine what she saw, as though to bring to light a
presiding truth about himself, some vast assertion of his worth, knowledge
accessible only to women whose grammar eluded him. {P 1 89)
Lyle’s contact with Marina, along with his relations with Rosemary

which 1 will

describe in the next subsection — seems to negate his identifying features to an extern, to
undermine the assuredness of his masculine identity. Outside of the capitalist system.
Lyle loses his masculine identity.
This shift in Lyle’s masculine identity will return in the following subsection, in
the description of Lyle’s affair with Rosemary. Though his encounter with Marina, the
racial other, incites a reexamining of his identity in terms of race, there is a passage in
this episode that also serves as a precedent for a changing conception of gender. While
having sex with Marina, Lyle at one point remembers “the man on the roof, guaiding the
terrorist headquarters. The sudden rogue thought makes him reflect that
[s]uch things arc funny. Trapped in the act of having sex. It exposes one’s
secret feelings of being involved in something comically shameful. [. . .] It
exposes one’s helplessness. {P 189)
This moment outside the moment, as Lyle’s attention shifts from Marina’s body and his
own to something he cannot see, reflects a fragmentation in subjectivity. Lyle, who in this
moment, it has been mentioned, yearns “to imagine what [Marina][secs], experiences
●a
with new eyes his body as it is seen by Marina, and then steps outside himscli foi
comical moment(P 189). A stray non sequitur intrudes in his thoughts as he thinks ot the
man outside, and then thinks of thinking of the man outside: “He wondered what ‘pump
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action’ meant and why he'd thought of it and whether it had multilevel significance”{P
189). Here DcLillo interjects humor into the situation
least vaguely privy

humor to which Lyle seems at

in the possibly “multilevel” connotations of firearms, a theme

strongly associated with masculinity throughout DeLillo’s oeuvre.(In White Noise,
Murray Siskind talks about “a fund, a pool, a reservoir of potential violence in the male
psyche”[WN 292]; and Jack Gladney reflects that “the gun created a second reality for
[him] to inhabit,” one in which he can seek revenge against the man with whom his wife
had an affair[MW 297].) In this moment, sex and firearms, two things associated with the
phallus, present themselves as comical to Lyle. In the previously pulled passage, the use
of the word “trapped” is significant (“Trapped in the act of having sex”). It implies
involuntary recurrence, of a pressure to continue to perform these activities which
perpetuate one’s identity. In this moment, it strikes Lyle as amusing that contemporary
masculine identity is so tied to these activities.
Eric, too, has a sexual encounter with a racial other — Kendra, his black
bodyguard. This does not seem to change him, though, as in the novel an individual’s role
as a woman seems to negate the racial boundaries that divide men. Any intersectionality
that one might be tempted to apply to an analysis of Kendra becomes redundant, as her
characterization as a woman takes precedence over her race. In having sex with Eric, she
is very much in her proper place

unlike Lyle’s interaction with Marina, in which the

fact of her race opens him to new subjectivities outside the (white, male) perspective that
he assumes universal. Eric mythologizes nonwhite men in a way he does not apply to
Kendra, the sole nonwhite woman with whom he has prolonged contact(although, of
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course, his contact with nonwhite peoples is on the whole quite limited). Like Lyle
perceives Latino men as possessing a “secret energy, a second level of knowledge wellnourished by suspicion,” Eric believes that the nonwhite men he encounters possess a
certain “alertness,” an awareness of the physical world that he lacks.
Unlike Lyle, Eric’s delineation between white men and nonwhite men remains
until the end, despite limited encounters with nonwhites. When, in the end, his shooter
aims a gun at him and he thinks that he “understood what was missing in himself, the
predatory impulse,[...] the sheer and reeling need to be

the very characteristies he

imbues in all nonwhite peoples he meets. By defining himself as still, even after several
encounters with the other, essentially different than the nonwhite other, Eric illustrates
how the capitalist system in CosmopoUs,25 years after Players^ seems to perpetuate the
binary opposition between white men and nonwhite men. In the beginning of the novel.
the disorienting effects ofthe civil rights movement and the feminist movement seem

to

have been successfully overwhelmed by the capitalist hegemony, as it is embodied in the
modernist, monolithic architecture of the skyscraper. Worth noting, Eric maintains a
masculine identity that seems much less flexible than Lyle’s, who is described as “effete.”
What becomes interesting in this system which so emphasizes racial othering, is its lack
of conclusion about the dichotomy presented between men and women,and between
heterosexual men and gay men.

iv. “It Was Time to ‘Perform’”: Gender in the System
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The gender bias inherent in the system is not recognized as explicitly as the racial
one. In Cosmopolis, Eric's sole female analyst, Melman is perhaps the only woman with
whom Eric does not have sexual relations, but she is not exactly a part of his homosocial
system cither. Her role as the mother of a young child is stressed; and unlike the men who
live in the system as Eric docs, she does not seem as thoroughly consumed by the
environment. The white men Eric encounters are despondent, alienated; the othered men
Eric encounters are alert, shifty; most of the women Eric encounters engage in sex with
him. Melman is none of these, and thus seems incongmous in the context ofthe gender
dynamics of the system. Similarly, othered women are not characterized as othered men,
the other against whom Eric props his identity as a part of the system. Where men of
color arc portrayed as unknowable, possessing of some primordial awareness with which
Eric has lost contact, women are easily accessible as sex objects. Women seem fully
exempt from cither side of the binary opposition, inhabiting a sort of peripheral space in
Eric’s world. This seems connected to the physical act of sex, to their hyper-physical
roles in a world where the physical has become otherwise obsolete. It seems that, where
men are divided racially into temporal spaces (past, future), women are adrift within and
without the system.
In Players, on the other hand, Lyle perceives Marina to be as foreign as her
brother Rafael is.(This is probably in part because Rafael is never present to meet Lyle,
which itself is perhaps telling: he becomes a symbol, something driving both Lyle and
Marina to fulfill their roles in the plot.) Delineations of“inside” and “outside are
maintained as much by Pammy as with Lyle, revealing the system constmeted in Players
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to be much more permeable and malleable than in Cosmopolis. In fact, Pammy and Lyle
often use similar language when thinking about spaces, without ever mentioning it aloud
to one another. This intercharacter bleed
thought process that another started

when it seems one character is continuing a

is characteristic of DeLillo’s work, and

demonstrates both Pammy’s and Lyle’s inclusion in and internalization of the system. As
mentioned before, Lyle has several conversations with McKechnie that explicitly label
the Exchange as the “inside.” Pammy has the ability to transverse into and out of the
system easily — with Lyle, it takes a foray into terrorism to climb out of the system, and
even after his encounter with Marina he remains part of a new, binary system, in which
the spectacular violence of terrorism is used as a sort of symbolic antidote to capitalism.
Pammy does, however, attempt to remove herself from the city, to retreat to the outside
of rural Maine, with Jack and Ethan, a gay couple. This tendency in the novel of women
and gay men to feel pressure to retreat outside the system’s boundaries is symptomatic of
the homosocial nature of the system.
Throughout the novel a sense of vagueness has always been attached to Lyle s
identity. This is connected to his identity as a “man,” to feeling disoriented when the
masculine ideal begins to unravel in the socially tumultuous 70s. Early in the novel he is
described as a person who,“although he’d never worn glasses, someone or other was
always asking what had happened to them,” and who,“watching him shake a cigarette
out of the pack,[would ask] him when he’d started smoking”(P 26). In the novel this is
connected to his “quality of self-possession, maybe, of near-effeteness, which implied
the suitability of glasses”(P 26). Thus, Lyle seems a person not wholly committed to a
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masculine role as Eric is. However, he does feel pressure, especially resulting perhaps
from the feminist mo\ ement and the associated reclamation of their sexuality, which
incited for many men “increased anxiety, particularly sexual anxiety,” as,“if women
could now be more fully sexual, then men might fear sexuality as a constant test, a ‘trial
of manliness* that would find men perpetually wanting”(Kimmel 198). When having sex
with Pammy early in the novel, there is a mocking passage: “It was time to ‘perform.’
She would have to be ‘satisfied.’ He would have to ‘service’ her”(P 35). Here he clearly
feels resentment at feeling the need to fulfill a certain masculine role. However,the
structure of this line is similar to passages from White Noise, in which DeLillo
emphasizes the external origins of these thoughts, recognizing them as social pressures,
The quotations around the words “perform,

satisfied” and “service” indicate that these

are commonly used euphemisms that originate outside himself, disseminated in the
culture. Interestingly, each word also carries with it consumerist connotations, again
linking the construction of gender difference to the environment created by a capitalist
system. But later, when Lyle considers the “palpable logic of his cock inside her,” it
becomes clear that he is rather attached to this idea of himself, the masculine lover. The
tension of clinging to a masculine ideal in a changing milieu is also gestured to again
when he watches an old film on television, with a character that exhibits “out-of-date
sexiness” that appeals to him(P 123).
This begins to change when he initiates an affair with Rosemary — a secretary at
his office who is also affiliated, though tangentially, with the terrorist group. In the
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beginning oftheir relationship, DeLillo facetiously attaches passages to their encounters
that seem derivative of popular romance novels:
She is padding to the bathroom, he thought. Holding her breasts she
admires her body in the full-length mirror. She is rosy with fulfillment.
[...] On the carved bed of walnut,[Lyle] thought, her lover reclines
against a mound of silk pillows, recalling how she d groaned with
pleasure. {Players 93)
This passage becomes incredibly comical, as when having sex Rosemary acted as a sort
of passive “animal void,” a “deep stillness,” making him realize how different a
woman’s body was from his own,” an “organic void”{P 127). This of course is
problematically essentializing. But Rosemary’s lack of response does not seem to perturb
Lyle, despite his earlier performance anxieties: “He wouldn’t urge her toward some vast
shuddering fuck or recollect the touch of her hands at the end of a passive afternoon,
some months off’(P 127). Though Rosemary is passive, a characteristic associated with
the angel-of-the-house ideal, she undoes the expectation of sex as it is portrayed in
conventional narratives, like the passage above. It is portrayed as simply a part of their
dynamics,the condition of being together”: “She never approached orgasm. He accepted
this not as a deficiency he might correct(as people often interpret the matter)[. . .]

nor as

a failure of the spirit”(P 92). This is soon revealed to be a characteristic not inherent to
her gender or to his failure to perform, but of her role in the novel more generally, as she
has a “willingness to carry out designs, to be utilized” in the terrorist plot(P 209).
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Rosemary's blankness negates her gender, as well. When Lyle first enters her apartment,
he refleets that
he saw nothing he might identify Rosemary as occupant ofthe place—
Rosemary Moore as opposed to someone he'd never seen before, or talked
to, or w anted to touch, another woman entirely, or a man dressed as a
woman, snatching him out of a dark hallway into this square bag of space
[. . .](Players 15).
This strange anxiety that creeps into his thoughts — of a masculinity lying insidiously
inside Rosemary, subverting the gender dynamic — foreshadows the undoing of their
conventional gender dynamic. In a later sexual encounter, Rosemary retreats into the
bathroom to undress and comes out wearing “a plastic phallus harnessed to her body”{P
197). The chapter ends there, never revealing how this effects the gender dynamic or
Lyle’s masculine anxieties. However, in the closing chapter, DeLillo presents an answer
in two characters who are clearly Lyle and Rosemary but remain unnamed, their identities
neutralized in the blankness of a hotel room. As the sun sets and the light grows steadily
more dim, Lyle is “barely recognizable as male,” “shedding capabilities and traits by the
second, he can still be described (but quickly) as well-formed, sentient and fair. We know
nothing else about him”(P 212) This rings of mid- to late-century disorientated (white)
male anxiety, a reaction to the Civil Rights and feminist movements and perceived
attacks on traditional definitions of the genders. However, in a parenthetical thought, Lyle
reflects on “that odd sardonic moment” when Rosemary emerged with the dildo, the
moment being “a playlet of brute revelation,” when “she let him know it was an
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instrument, a toy herself’(P 211). In this moment their bodily differences become
incidental to their identities, their dynamic malleable.
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CHAPTER TWO

In Libra (1988). Don DeLillo writes of the assassination of JFK, structuring a
conspiracy story that identifies others who worked with Lee Harvey Oswald and
pinpointing the origins of the assassination within the U.S. government itself. In the
“Author's Note," DeLillo writes that “readers may find refuge [in this novel]—a way of
thinking about the assassination without being constrained by half-facts or overwhelmed by
possibilities"(458). “Because this book makes no claim to literal truth, because it is only
itself, apart and complete"(458), it can offer solace in the wake of the kind of infonnation
retired CIA analyst Nicholas Branch tries to piece together in the novel, years after the
shooting — a torrent of“loose ends, dead ends, multiple interpretations,” the “endless fact
rubble of the investigations"(58, 300 respectively). The character of Branch becomes a
metafictive tool, drawing attention to the shaping of a narrative, whether it be an author
writing a novel or a federal agent trying to piece together an assassination. DeLillo thus
seems to justify his invention of a conspiracy theory that unifies the disparate facts of the
assassination

the postmodern assumption being, after all, that reality as one perceives it

is in fact constructed through various discursive structures. Though DeLillo shapes the late
adolescence and early adulthood of Lee Harvey Oswald into a discernible plot, he
consciously resists a novel’s individual-intentionalist paradigm. He instead acts on his
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characters through ‘plot,’ a term which simultaneously refers to an objective force that
drives secret-keepers to the end of the plot (and, often, to their deaths) and to DeLillo s role
as author and therefore controller of the universe within the novel. The plot also
emphasizes the constructed nature of fundamental epistemological structures. Nicholas
Branch, imbued with the semi-awareness of the constructedness of his worldv iew that
DeLillo characters often have, struggles to impose

shape onto the piles of raw

documentation of the assassination.

i. The Extratextual Narrative: Libra and Underworld
In Libra. DeLillo opts to trace the plot to assassinate JFK from within the US’s own
bureaucracy. Win Everett is the orchestrator of much of the plot m the beginning before the
as
drive of the plot takes over and he loses control. In the beginning he speaks of the plot
something that he created: “I know what scientists mean when they talk about elegant
solutions,” he says of the plan’s “powerful logic,” of the symmetry of the scheme(I 28).
Everett and several retired CIA agents that had once

fomied the fourth stage of the SE

Detailed, a group of military analysts who were blamed for the Bay of Pigs failure and had
been since relegated to the peripheries of the bureau, both in their ranks and in the.r
locations. Several members of the SE Detailed continued to meet and initiated a plan to aim
a shot at Kennedy and pin the “spectacular miss” on a Marxist fall guy. who would be
“slightly more visible, who would be trailed and possibly apprehended” and connected to
Cuban officials(L 50-51). Everett would thereby refocus military attentions on Cuba, which
he feels is a dangerously underrated threat to the US. Everett thinks of himself as something
of an author of the plot: he wants to “script a gunman” out of snatches of indimentary
information, to mold an otherwise shapeless collection of facts into what he needs in an
assassin (jL 50). This serves to connect Everett to Nicholas Branch, who tries to impose a
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narrative onto the piles of paperwork the government has collected on Oswald and the
shooting, in a metaphor that identifies the discursive frameworks society uses to construct
its narratives. This also connects Everett to J. Edgar in DeLillo's Undenvorld{\991\ who
acts as a pur\ eyor of a narratix e that Alan Nadel tenus the “containment” narrative. In
Containment Culture (1995), Nadel outlines the Cold War rhetoric that shaped mid-century
American culture, in which American (masculine) identity was defined alternately against a
monolithic, communist Other contained outside the nation and the Others contained within
the nation (homosexual men and women are Nadefs primary examples). Nadefs reflexive
use of the word “contained" describes both the Truman policies of containment and the act
of Othering in itself, as the political and social narrative attempted to impose a rigid
definition on an ever-shifting, fluid group against which they tried to define “real”
Americans. Much of Underworld{\991\ a sprawling novel critics often cite as DeLillo’s
magnum opus, focuses on the underlying tensions in the post-WWII and later-twentiethcentury American national ideology. The presence of the containment narrative and the
binary oppositions at its core reveals itself in otherwise quotidian scenes in Underworld. In
many of the passages devoted to the underworld of waste disposal, DeLillo connects this
fear ofthe bomb and of subversion or infiltration to a fear ofthe unseen and harmful decay
of chemicals associated with the nuclear age, much as Nadel does, and in turn with the
strange new products that were marketed to households at this time. These products —
things like Jell-O and canned meat come to mind — were advertised to facilitate the work
of the homemaker. This rhetoric, maintained in advertisements, represents an unexamined
episteme which is presented as a hallmark of the American household but which is
implicitly connected to the fear of the bomb and with more subtle social tensions, such as
gender difference as it is presented in mid-century discourse.
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In Underworld, a passage describes 1950s housewife Erica Deming s endeavors in
constructing Jell-O-based confections while she waits for her husband to come home from
work (513-21). The passage hints at a vague paranoia stemming from the Cold War fear of
nuclear warfare: “There was one [Jell-O] mold Erica had never used,” because it was “sort
of guided missile-like'

and, an undercurrent in the chapter hints, phallic-shaped ((7 515).

Erica’s son, Eric, studies a picture of Jayne Mansfield and masturbates in another room in
the house as Erica readies dinner (Jell-O chicken mousse). An association between Jayne s
appearance in the photo and Erica’s dinner is created, related in the visible effects of the
consumerist society and the scientific progressions that characterize the goods of the midcentury American markets. Like the otherworldly composition of Erica s Jell-O, Jayne is
described as having a face “put together out of a thousand thermoplastic things : in the
evolving scan of[Eric’s] eros, it was the masking waxes, liners, glosses and creams that
became the soft moist mechanisms of release”(t/ 515). Here Jayne Mansfield’s face,
sculpted and polished as it is in luminescent cosmetic products, possesses a likeness not
only to Erica’s Jell-O but to Eric’s semen — and simultaneously recalls the overhanging
paranoia ofthe Russian threat and fear of mortality in the abject nature of the fluid. Later
the Jell-O is related to female genitalia when Erica discovers Eric licking “her antipasto
salad,” in what she thinks might have been “a form of sexual curiosity,” “pretending the
Jell-O was a sort of lickable female body part”{V 521). The underlying tensions of the
Demings’ kitchen are constructed in relation to a nationalized narrative, that of American
capitalism opposed to the communist other, and
indirectly indicated in the chapter

though this is even more subtly,

of the opposition constructed between the masculine
in

and the feminine. Considering the underlying phallic imagery and Eric s masturbation, i

relation to Erica’s inability to comprehend and revulsion of this sensuality, one could just

as
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easily identify Hrica's feeling of unease in what Betty Freidan called the “problem with no
name," as one could in the fear of the bomb.
This latent tension characterizes many of DeLillo’s portrayals of home life in Libra
as well. DeLillo introduces Everett to the reader in a passage that opens with a vague
sentence fragment: “American kitchens"{L 16). This opening expands the image of Everett
in his kitchen, creating in it a representation of a broader generalization,“the heartbeat
mosaic of ever\ happy home, toast springing up, radio voices with their intimate the busy
timbre"(Z. 16). Beneath the v eneer of kitchen appliances and radio advertisements,
however, there is a more sinister undertone. Mary Frances, his wife, watches him
thoughtlessly butter his toast “in systematic strokes,

turning routine into empty

compulsion, without meaning or need"(Z. 16). This representative action ofthe American
home and family -

the daily, ritualistic buttering of one’s toast — becomes empty and

performative, referencing a life that no longer exists, or perhaps never existed. This is
linked perhaps to passages describing family meals in White Noise, in which DeLillo
emphasizes the emptiness of such rituals of contemporary American life. Capitalism has an
implied presence in Libra, as it presents itself only in relation to the communist other;
however, it is also inherently tied to conceptions of the American home and masculinity in
the novel. In this passage it is revealed that Everett knows that this life, “the heartbeat
mosaic of every happy home," is constructed within a bigger narrative delineated by the
government policy in which he once participated, and which he sometimes even personally
mandated. This, in turn, is connected to the construction of American identity, and
masculine identity in particular. In these passages DeLillo captures the unidentifiable yet
ubiquitous presence of the other that haunts the actions ofthose who base their identities on
containment discourse, and thus against the construction of the other.
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In Libra, a binary opposition is constructed with containment rhetoric, between
American capitalism and the communist or Marxist other, and, inherently connected to it,
between the masculine and the feminine. DeLillo explores this globalized binary opposition
from the viewpoints of both the othering and the othered, from both Everett and Oswald. Of
course, Oswald has been socialized as an American, but he willfully alienates himself from
American consumerism and values when he becomes a Marxist and even travels to the
USSR to live amongst Russians for several years. Oswald is also othered through his accent
(he is considered a “Yankee” in New Orleans and a southerner in New York [L 33, 10
respectively]), his difficulties with both writing and reading (diagnosed by Soviet officials
as “some form of dyslexia or word-blindness”[i 166]), and his odd mannerisms (his habit
of smiling “in his secret way”[i 12]). In Underworld, the image of the communist other
sustains J. Edgar Hoover, and indeed much of American identity as it is presented in the
novel. In Libra, however, the communist other is more literally incorporated into the
nationalist initiative when Everett recruits Oswald to use

as a fall guy. Everett consciously

chooses Oswald for his Marxist connections, as authorities looking for Kennedy’s killer will
quickly jump to conclusions about his associations with Cuban officials (i.e., grouping them
despite their differences because of a shared ideology) and strengthen their defenses against
Castro. Here

as he did more explicitly in Cosmopolis(2003)and, to an extent. Players

(1978)-DeLillo literalizes the theory of the other, putting a physical representative
(Oswald)into his novel and treating him in relation to the plot as communities treat the
image of the other.
DeLillo’s obsession with power structures manifests itself most in his characters
who intentionally shape and disseminate this containment narrative. These characters, rather
than actual individuals who are in control of their actions, serve as devices to bring shape to
the invisible workings of discursive structures. They are privy to the nature of discursive
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constructions, but do not regard it as something that they created, but as something that they
can tap into and take ad\antage of. This obsession with the conscious creation of a narrative
for the American masses is present in Libra mostly in the characters of Win Everett and
Nicholas Branch. The paranoia, and the binar>' oppositions, of the fifties America
represented in Uiuicnvorki compose the underpinnings of the constructed system in Libra.
In Underworld. DeLillo gestures to the constructed nature of this dichotomizing ideology
only subtly, and ne\ er from the point of view of the othered. He does this when his
fictionalized Hoo\ er reflects that he understands how the relationship between the US and
the USSR “bring[s] each other to deep completion”(28, 51 respectively). His understanding
of how the image of the USSR created by the containment narrative props up American
identity does not extend, how ever, to a more fundamental binary opposition complicit in
maintaining American identity. As Nadel points outs, America was often characterized as a
masculine force which emasculated Russia. Central to mid-century American nationalist
ideology is that of gender difference, and the relation between masculine and feminine.
‘Plot’ in the novel becomes a discursive force, and thus a perpetuator of rhetoric ofthe
containment nairative and of masculine and feminine gender ideals.

ii. The Plot: White Noise and Libra
The role of‘plot’ as a reification of posthumanist thought in the DeLillo novel
becomes clearer if considered intertextually. Though such posthumanist assumptions
underpin all of his works, DeLillo first explicitly introduces it in White Noise(1985), the
novel directly preceding Libra. Jack Gladney, the novel’s central character and a university
professor, tells his students
All plots tend to move deathward. This is the nature of plots. Political
plots, terrorist plots, lovers’ plots, narrative plots, plots that are part of
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children’s games. We edge nearer death every time we plot.(White Noise
26)
After saying this to his class. Jack reflects that he did not know exactly why he said it; and
previous to this, there is no other mention of‘plot’ in the novel. In portraying Jack s actions
as a sort ofsudden compulsion, DeLillo removes motivation or intention from the action.
Jack does not himself initiate the action; it is compelled by a force outside him (or arguably,
if one considers this passage as a reflexive one wherein DeLillo literalizes posthumanist
thought, the passage could be read metaphorically as a representation of an internalization
of discursive forces). By making Jack say this unthinkingly, DeLillo also removes the
interiority that often characterizes individual-intentionalist narratives. It becomes apparent
that, in this passage, DeLillo has purposely removed Jack’s agency in the situation to
emphasize the effects of‘plot’ that affect his character, who is himself a construction, as
DeLillo writes him into being and thus controls his actions. This draws a connection
between the author of the work and materialist forces, creating a metaphor that reveals
one’s own reality to be potentially constructed, the product of certain narratives just as the
novel is.
Considering Jack’s explicit definition of the ‘plot’ drive so early in the novel. White
Noise is noticeably plotless for much of its length. This is related to Jack’s connecting plot
with a death drive, and to his fear of death; he remains rather stagnant as a character to
avoid mortality. It is also perhaps another disorienting technique, to destabilize expectation
of a certain projected narrative. In Part II,“The Airborne Toxic Event, which details the
effects of a chemical spill and evacuation of the town, DeLillo subverts expectations of the
disaster novel by making the scene thoroughly anticlimactic: the family evacuates at a
snail’s pace in bumper-to-bumper traffic, spends one hight in the barracks which served as
one of the town’s evacuation centers, and then returns home. The threat, rather than urgent
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and \ iolent. is instead insidious and unknowable

Nyodene D,the chemical that threatens

the community, is “colorless, odorless and very dangerous, except no one seems to know
exactly w hat it causes in humans or in the offspring of humans,” according to Heinrich,
Jack's son ( H \ 131 ). I leinrich as a source of information himself is questionable, as Jack
does not know how he suddenly became infonned as to the namre and effects of Nyodene D
- a common situation in nV/Z/e .Vo/se. as the family lives under the influence of a constant
flux of information and often seem to learn things without any identifiable source. The
family returns to their home, their fonner life unchanged except that Babette and Jack live
in daily fear of dying of Nyodene D exposure. Jack learns he has been possibly exposed to
the chemical, although (according to a rather unhelpful on-site technician) there is no way
of knowing until he dies of it. This purposeful lack of plot and lack of identifiable source of
that wJiich drives the plot (the attainment of certain infonnation, the presence of the
chemical) comes to contrast sharply with the plot-fueled narrative ofLibra^ the hyperdriven nature of w hich is foreshadowed in an episode about fifteen pages long in White
Noise.
When Jack learns of his wife's adultery, there is a compressed passage of action that
serves as DeLillo's example of the effects of the drive associated with ‘plot.’An armed Jack
drives to the house of Willie Mink to kill him. Here the narration is punctuated by moments
wherein Jack is inwardly planning and revising his plan: “My plan was this. Swivel my
head to look into rooms, put him at his ease, wait for an unguarded moment, blast him in
the gut three times for maximum efficiency of pain [.. .]’ (WN 307);“My plan was elegant.
Advance gradually, gain his confidence, take out the Zumwalt, fire three bullets at his
midsection for maximum visceral agony [. . .]{WN 309);“This was my plan. Look
peripherally into rooms, enter unannounced,[. . .] gut-shoot him maximally three times
[. . .]''( WN 3 10). This language sei*ves as a stylistic representation of the influence of‘plot’
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on Jack: his thoughts center on one mission, on executing a temporally linear series of
actions. Jack’s inchoate and ever-shifting plan
elaborate”(»W311)

and his comic claim that it is “elegant,"

reveals DeLillo’s cynicism toward an individual-intentionalist

narrative. According to Glen Thomas,“[t]he plot precedes the projected narrative”(Thomas
112), as it is the plot that “is the very organizing line, the thread of design, that makes
narrative possible because [it is] finite and comprehensible”(Brooks, qtd. in Thomas 1 12),
In DeLillo’s works, he creates a narrative not just represented microcosmically in a plot, but
that actually seems to be generated by the act of plotting. All plots move in one direction,
Jack warns Babette {WN 199); and fifteen years

later DeLillo returns to this when he claims

that “[p]lots reduce the world,” referring to the 9/11 terrorist plot( In the Ruins ). In the
moments Jack is driven, he thinks only of his plan and executing it. Time constricts as he
moves eloser to the center of mass, to the object of his bloodlust. His world is reduced to
one image (the “maximum visceral agony' of Willie) and his future is, in that moment,
reduced to one end. DeLillo comically reverses

this drive when Jack shoots Willie in the

stomach, bends closer to survey the damage,and immediately comes to his senses(WN
313).
In White Noise ‘plot’ is constructed as masculine. The system is gendered as it is in
Libra,though DeLillo’s focus does not settle directly on the containment narrative and its
effects. He instead satirizes an environment created by consumerism: his characters (Jack
and Babette Gladney and their family) are set afloat in a hyperreal barrage of
advertisements and television shows. They seemingly learn all they know through
televisions and radios that are perpetually disseminating information, including masculine
and feminine ideals. Throughout the novel the sort of myopic, unthinking action that is
associated with the drive of‘plot’ is also associated with “homicidal rage as a masculine
particularity, with “the path of plain dumb blind male biology”{WN 269). This
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characterizaiitMi of the dri\c is subverted when Jack has a sudden empathetic glimpse ofthe
wounded and dying other (Willie is indistinctly foreign and a drug dealer) and, horrified at
what he has done, draus Willie bv the ankle to the nearest hospital. \n Libra, however, the
‘plot' dri\ e is dri\ en to its culmination

and, in fact, because it is based on a historical

event that remains an open and much-puzzled-over wound in collective memory,the reader
know s the end of the plot before reading to the end and is complicit in the proliferation of
the simulacrum of JI-K's and Osw ald's deaths. The masculinist characterization of the drive.
as well, is extended in Libra: where MV/zVe Atee attributes the notion of“male homicidal
rage" to ideology disseminated through television and radio and subverts these when Jack
takes Willie to the hospital, in Libra the understanding of the plot drive and the plot is
limited to men.
Treated metaficti\ ely. ‘plot' in DeLillo’s works becomes distinctly different from
‘narrative.' ‘Narrative,' or the meaning imbued in a story, would require a solid subject and
point of view: the characters o\'Libra struggle with uncertainty and a curious lack of
individualized motivations. The lack of discernible narrative does not incite a descent into
utter randomness. Narrative is instead usurped by the external force of plot that drives the
plotters. Everett shifts his presumption of authorship in the novel, as he realizes his agency
is eclipsed by a paranoid substructure of plot. This becomes visible when he unites the
multitudinous nuances in life as portrayed by the novel:
We are characters in plots, without the compression and numinous sheen.
Our liv^es, examined carefully in all their affinities and links, abound with
suggestive meaning, with themes and involute turnings we have not allowed
ourselves to see completely. He would show the secret symmetries in
nondescript life. {Libra 78)
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Here Everett still aspires to the author role

or, perhaps more accurately, to become

something of a prophet, to reveal to others the “secret symmetries” of life. However, he also
exposes the interconnective material of plot and how it exists in the absence of narrative or
stable identity. Here, meaning does not exist within any teleologically derived identity or
metanarrative but in the intricate “affinities and links” that Everett sees in everyday life
in the constructions that discourse creates. Everett perceives a system that exists in the
relationships between actions or objects, that recognizes the conspiratorial possibilities in
the quotidian

and therefore in individuated actions that are perceived to be random and

that are realized in moments of subversion, of agency. Everett creates the plot to assassinate
JFK of his own free will, and then the ‘plot’ drive soon usurps the actions of the plotters.
Despite his planning and his actions that can be immediately traced to personal motivations,
much of the execution of Everett’s plot seems reliant on the plot drive, for example,
Kennedy just happens to “be headed in this general direction [Dallas],” and Everett muses
that this was “[t]he plot coming to the plotter,” following “some movement, a driving
logic”(361). Despite the Plot drive, Everett recognizes

and fears

the moments of

subversion ofthe Plot, of free will. At one point in time, he realizes that it is “no longer
possible to hide the fact that Lee Oswald existed independent of the plot, that Oswald had
his own aliases, his own communist pamphlets and a collection of well-thumbed James
Bond novels

that he was developing his own plots (178). This dialectic of plot and the

subversion of plot, or moments of agency, serves to create new plots, new interlocking
systems within the greater plot. Though this system has enabled Everett to initiate the
pseudo-assassination plot, it simultaneously usurps the plot from his direct control and
enables others to undermine his plans.
Everett’s nuanced understanding of plot is apposed with an example of paranoid
binary thinking portrayed in the novel, exhibited in Weird Beard the disc jockey. Weird
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Beard upholds an *us-ihem' dichotomy of conspiracy, where “the ‘they’ is a projection by
the *us"'(Ri//a 1 73). “We're the only ones who aren't them.” he warns his listeners, who
he presumes are listening to him secretly in the night (266). General Walker, as well,
exhibits a brand of paranoia quite similar to Weird Beard’s binary, if better articulated and
defining a more solid *us' and “them.' Walker believes in what he calls the “Real Control
Apparatus.” an insidious and deeply rooted force within the government and its institutions.
He recognizes that he cannot name any members of the “Real Control Apparatus,” a phrase
which recalls Althusser's “ideological state apparatus”:
[Naming agents of the Real Control Apparatus] is like naming particles in
the air. naming molecules or cells. [. . .] They are elected officials of our
go\ eminent. Cabinet members, philanthropists, men who know each other
by secret signs, who work in the shadows to control our lives. {Libra 283)
Walker's conception of go\ ernmenl conspiracy draws parallels between DeLillo’s brand of
‘plotting’ and discursive stmctures. Bill Millard claims that one cannot read Libra within
the limits of an “individual-inientionalist paradigm,” because of the suffuse and indistinct
nature of the conspiracy (par 7). Millard calls Libra a “post-individualist” work that also
accounts “for individual actions and decisions within social signifying systems,” referring
to the dialectic between individualist actions and the drive of outside forces, as reified in the
novel by DeLillo’s ‘plot’(par 3). Though DeLillo’s characters have a limited free will, their
actions ultimately support the direction of the ‘plot’(“deathward,” as Jack Gladney puts it
in i^'hite Noise), because they ultimately act within the signifying system that is created by
discourse and that simultaneously perpetuates it.
Stephen Baker writes that Libra is filled with “authors” but “they are all authorsmanques, their own stories taken over by others and ultimately submerged in the impersonal
totalising dynamic” of a posthumanist environment(Baker 100). As well as characters
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plotting their own movements, Everett initially authoring the assassination plot and Branch
struggling to create a narrative in the shapeless mass of infonnation on the conspiracy years
after Kennedy’s death, the term ‘plot’ emphasizes DeLillo’s role as the individual who has
created the plots of all the characters. The narrator of Libra is a voice crafted to perform
virtuoso changes of point of view that function as disconcerting repetitions of his
character’s obsessive shifts from first-person to third”(Lentricchia 210). This technique
reduces “the supposedly authoritative voice to the status of another character of another
plotter, another individual under the influence of plot(Baker 101). In the last pages, when
Marguerite, Oswald’s mother, distraughtly asks,“Who arranged the life of Lee Harvey
Oswald?” DeLillo draws one’s attention to his own role as author, and in calling Oswald by
his historically resonant name(with the addition of the middle name that was ordinarily
never used”[L 198]), to the role his readers play in presupposing Oswald s identity and
demise(L 455).“The figure of the gunman in the window was inextricable from the victim
and his history,” DeLillo writes ofthe indelible image of‘Lee Harvey Oswald’ in collective
memory that is inextricable from the text written after the fact {L 435).
When Oswald is shot by Jack Ruby, he is being filmed while dying. Beryl
Parmenter, the wife of the plotter Lawrence Parmenter, reflected that “[t]here was
something in Oswald’s face [...]that put him here in the audience among the rest of us,”
“a way of telling us that he knows who we are and how we feel, that he has brought out
perceptions and interpretations into his sense of the crime”(447). This perceived extension
of Oswald’s consciousness is connected to plot when Beryl thinks that he is “commenting
on the documentary footage even as it is being shot,” and “has made us part of his
dying”(447). With the death of both JFK and Oswald, the plot collapses inwardly, drawing
together for a moment within the mediation of film as Oswald becomes for a moment a part
of his audience. Oswald “is shot, and shot, and shot” — referring both to Jack Ruby s shot
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and to the cameras recording Oswald's death — DeLillo acknowledges his own deficiencies
in undertaking ()s\\ aid's stor>. as Oswald is refracted countlessly through both the cameras
and other fragments of mediated infonnation DeLillo studied to write I

and through

DeLillo's readers, w ho each arguably interpret DeLillo's Lee Oswald differently.
ultimately becomes a portrait of layered uncertainties and ambiguities, as unstable identities
and unexplained ev ents are mediated endlessly through DeLillo's conscious exploitation of
the death of the author.
Osw aid's identity constantly refracts and reconstructs itself extratexmally, but also
within the no\ el. According to .lohn Johnston, Libra consists of“an essentially
unrepresentable multiplicity w hose every manifestation is entangled with conflicting
versions and contaminated physical e\ idence"(321); and Glen Thomas writes that in the
novel “information refuses to coalesce and remains stubbornly fragmentary”(109). Much
as the fundamental facts of Osw ald's life (“the contents of a wallet,” from which Everett
tries to “script a gunman" \L 50]) never coalesce into a solid and unshifting identity, the
assassination plot refuses to take on any explicit or clearly delineated meaning. It is being
carried out by C'l A agents and mafia men, by capitalists and communists, who drift through
the novel “w ithout the compression and numinous sheen” of a narrative(L 78). A coworker.
Dale, serves to emphasize this when he repeatedly asks Oswald “What kind of person are
you?"(L 273) and “What kind of mind do you have, Lee?”{L 275).
Oswald's identity soon splits literally when he develops the alias “Hidell”(“Take
the double-(^ from Lee. Hide the double-/ in Hidell. Hidell means hide the Z,”[L 90])to buy
guns and fake passports. The adoption of an alias “splits the signifier” of‘Lee Oswald’
itself(Thomas 1 12). DeLillo connects this instability of identity to the historical nature of
the novel w^hen, in a moment of foreshadowing, Oswald muses that, “[o]nce you did
something notorious, they tagged you with an extra name,” using “a middle name that was
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ordinarily never used”{L 198). “You were officially marked, a chapter in the imagination of
the state,” he thought of an American spy captured in Russia; “[i]n just these few days the
name had taken on a resonance, a sense of fateful event’ because of the use of the middle
name {L 198). Here, the reader is complicit in identifying DeLillo s foreshadowing and
thereby again splitting the signifier of‘Lee Oswald’ into the historically resonant ‘Lee
Harvey Oswald’ and all the associations that comes

with it. This echoes the line in White

Noise,“I am the false character that follows the name around, which suggests that the
stable image evoked by the words ‘Jack Gladney is nothing more than an attempt at
stabilizing identity and, by extension, language {WN 17).
By disabling cohesive narratives or identities, DeLillo recalls White Noise. In it.
brand names and other phrases associated with American capitalism often appear at random
points in the already fragmented narration (“Clorets. Velamints, Freedent ” for example; or
“Leaded, unleaded, superleaded,” an example revealing within itself wider, global
implications\WN 229, 199 respectively]), presumably conveying an intrusion of advertising
slogans in the unconsciousness. Leonard Wilcox traces it to “the evacuation ofthe private
one
spheres oflife, in Baudrillardian terms ‘the end of interionty

that occurs when

internalizes the pastiche of postmodern life, such as it is portrayed in White Noise (348).
Everett makes an effort to reclaim interiority. Many ofthe passages focusing on Everett
portray him as a family man,somberly performing his role as father and husband but
inwardly alienated by an underworld of secrets. This creates an unsettling tension within the
stmcture ofthe passages; Everett answers secretive phone calls, constructs an identity for a
fall guy, orchestrates the assassination attempt, all while maintaining a relatively
conventional family dynamic. Strangely enough, this secretive life seems to strengthen his
stability of identity within his family. He places a certain power in knowledge of secrets.
Though early in the novel, he claims that “[k]nowledge was a danger, ignorance a cherished
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asset." he aiiribiitcs this idiom to his superiors in his days in the inner circle ofthe CIA —
the same superiors w ho disbanded SE Detailed and now ignored the Cuban threat(121).
“A man needed special experience and insight." he felt, “to work true meanings out of
certain murky remarks"(A 21). Early in the novel. Everett still retains some ideal of an
objecti\ e tmth. Where Branch perceives truth as resulting from a narrative imposed on an
otherwise meaningless pile of facts and diagrams. Everett at first thinks it is simply hidden
within the “murky" infonnation glut that characterizes A/^>ra's environment. While
persuading Parmenter and Banister to restart operations within the(now, rogue)SE
Detailed, he talks about the “exalted state" of secret-keeping, describing his daughter’s
generosity with her secrets: “Don't secrets sustain her. keep her separate, make her selfaware? I low can she know w ho she is if she gives away her secrets?”(26). Everett speaks
of a need for secrets to keep inside oneself, separate from one’s environment, to
dilTerentiate the inside from the outside and thereby stabilize one's identity.(This recalls a
line from li’hite Noise: “Are secrets a tunnel to a dreamworld where you control events,”
that enable one to stabilize one's identity in a mercurial environment?[WW275].)In the
novel secrets represent the dregs of an individualist-intentionalist discourse, of efforts to
maintain individuality.
J. Edgar Hoover in UndenvorlJ is also alienated because ofthe secrets to which he
is privy. Like Everett. Hoover “tries to feel a belonging,” “wants to feel a compatriot’s
nearness and affinity"(Unda-world 28) — but his identity “depends on the strength of the
enemy," namely communist Russia {Unden\orld2%). In Libra, DeLillo emphasizes that
Everett is alienated from both the American govermuent and the communist opposition.
When Everett refers to the plot as the “life-secret,” it takes on the shape as an ultimate
boundary between oneself and the outside world, as the ultimate self-definition {Libra 28).
The plot to attempt to assassinate Kennedy involves individuals from both the American
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government and the communist other, and thus reworks identity in relation to the secret of
the assassination plot. Those who keep the secret are

conscious that anyone who does not

have the secret is lacking knowledge of the plot, and of the drive of plot. Early in
September of 1963, Oswald joined the SE Detailed and several other recruited intelligence
and Mafia men in the bayous near New Orleans, nominally to train for the execution of
plot, but really to gather and isolate the plotters in

one location. A sort of homosocial

system is created within the encampment, as the men are

separated from their families and

from outside contact. This isolation draws strong bonds between Oswald and the other
them and the outside world. The
plotters, sharpening the differentiating borders between
boundaries ofidentity are realigned and reconstructed; Oswald is no longer othered
of his Mancism and becomes one of the group of plotters, who are part of the underworld of
secret-keepers and now feel alienated against

Kennedy and his bureaucracy and the

American ideology for which they stand. That this community is homosoci
coincidence. The men are united by the driving
developed within the epistemological system

force of ‘plot,’ their conceptions of reality

of the gender discourse, inherently connected

?H#»ntitv as it is constructed against an other,
as It IS to conceptions of Amencan (masculine) icieniiiy
The character Ferrie, however, represents a subversion of the homosocial community
developed in the network of the ‘plot.’

Hi. Subversion of the Homosocial System: Ferrie in Libra
In Libra, David Ferrie represents a subversion of the binaried thinking of the
containment narrative. “I’m with them but I’m also with you, he tells Oswald, and thus
troubles Weird Beard’s ‘us-them’ dichotomy (332-33): ‘them’ is only them if they are not
‘you,’ and because Ferrie is one of‘them’ it is clear here that he uses the word them in
relation to Oswald’s subject position (not ‘them,’ therefore ‘us’). The slippage within the
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definition of *ihcni' emphasi/es its lack ot'stability as method of identificarion. Interestingly
and as one could guess from the sexual slur at the root of the phonetical pun of his name
l-'errie is also a homosexual. OtTensive depictions of homosexuality aside (he is a
confessed pedophile). I erric's sub\ersion of the homosocial order within the plot coincides
with his sub\ ersion of the coin entions of Plot within the novel: Ferrie is involved with both
‘sides.' the go\ ernment and the renegade plotters, and does not accept the understanding of
plot as l-A erett. Parmenter and Banister outline it. Where the other plotters tend to recognize
the possibility ot inoments of unadulterated agency, Ferrie perceives the universe as
random. I le touts cchncidence as “a science waiting to be discovered” that describes “[h]ow
patterns emerge outside the bounds of cause and effect”(44). “Something in us has an
effect on independent events," he infonns Oswald (330). Ferrie christens Oswald as a
Libran,"the Balance." Ferrie infonns Oswald that he could be a “positive Libran” who is
"well balanced. le\ elheaded. a sensible fellow,” or a “negative Libra” who is “easily
influenced" and "[pjoised to make a dangerous leap”(315). Ferrie considers astrology “the
truth at the edge of human alTairs"(175), which, according to Michael James Rizza, is “just
another way of displacing agency"(Rizza 175). Ferrie s devotion to astrology, to the spatial
relations of heavenly bodies as a cosmic driving force, marks him as distinctly different
from Everett or Branch, enslaved as they are to human-made constructions of reality and
truth. However, both worldviews perceive human agency similarly, as intricate systems
control the actions of the individual.
Their conceptions of agency are probably where the similarities between Ferrie and
the other characters end. Ferrie is presented as a comical character. Afflicted with alopecia,
he dons "homemade eyebrows” and a “mohair toupee” when he leaves his house(129).
His body is described as looking “like something pulled from the earth, a tuberous stem or
fungus esteemed by goumiets”(L 29). DeLillo’s othering of Ferrie as a gay man is
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presented immediately, in the homonymic slur that is undoubtedly deliberate. DeLillo s tone
here is characteristically facetious, never delving into the Ferrie’s past pedophilia and
instead treating it as an indication of Ferrie’s character. However, in one instance this come'
to the forefront as Ferrie forces himself on Oswald, who “[tries] not to take it personally
when Ferrie ejaculates on him. As Philip Nel points out in relation to DeLillo’s treatment of
women in The Names(1982), the near-rape scene

between James Axton and Janet Ruffing
‘normal’ or ‘natural’ part of being

questions “the notion that aggressive sexual behavior is a
a man by including Ruffmg’s responses(when she says

“I don’t do this” six times and

‘No” three times over eight pages)(par 12). In recognizing that Ruffing repeatedly says
“no,” and thus that Axton is raping her, even though Axton himself does not perceive his
. The scene in Libra is portrayed
behavior as misogynist, DeLillo implicates him as rapist
Oswald’s belt buckle, which
somewhat comically, more of a short-lived grapple over
as victim. However, as Axton
arguably diminishes the validity of Oswald’s perspective
,
. f ..gemmation is described as “thinking past this
recognizes that Ruffing, in the moment of consumm
»
moment,finished with it, watching herself in a

taxi heading home” — the glazed, detached
Oswald detaches himself from the

expression that victims of sexual assault often exhibit
situation, thinking.
Hide the L in Lee.
No one will see. {Libra 341)
Here Oswald echoes a sentiment he has often throughout the novel, a desire to disappear,
and reveals the origins of his alias, Hidell.
T 11 ●
1 ●*!
●
*u«.^^rcnprtiveofboth victim and abuser; however,
DeLillo implicitly recognizes the perspective oi uu
he also problematizes what is often a straightforward dynamic (the victim and the othered
abuser) by making Ferrie not entirely bad. Ferrie is a closer guide to Oswald than any one
else involved in the plot; and after forcing himself on Oswald, it does not seem to affect
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their relaiionsliip, as ilic\ immediately fall back into talk about the plan to execute the
assassination plot. \i an\ rate. DcLillo's characterization of Ferrie as effeminate, abusive
and \ isibly abm^rmal is disheartening, and seems a broad shift from his portrayal of gay
men of his 1

/^/aw-rs. ten years before. Ethan and Jack are certainly troubled, but are

ultimately human: but ihe\ are a far cr> from Ferrie, who is the only gay man in the novel
and is presented, like the otVensi\e featurelessness of his pasty appearance, as a non-man.
Ferrie is emasculated, but he also lacks feminine qualities, rendering him inhuman,
otherworldly. This likens him to Rosemar>' Moore in Players, who is often described as
featureless, while and expansive, a description that could characterize her as a version of a
feminine ideal, possessing a \ essel-like quality of passivity. In Players, however, this
reading is ultimately problematized (as is mentioned in the previous chapter), and
Rosemary's featiirelessness is re\ealed to subvert the dichotomization of gender in her
relationship with Lyle. They are both presented as lacking in signifiers that label them as
definitively masculine or feminine. Rosemary, like Ferrie, acts as the agent who introduced
Lyle to the “outside" of'the system, the terrorist plot. The assumption throughout much of
Libra seems to be that 1-errie's lack of masculinity

which contrasts strongly with

characters like Win Hvereii, the stoic, authoritative patriarch — is comical. This serves to
other l-errie, blocking him from entering the masculine sphere proper, and reveals in
DeLillo's writings a struggle wdth masculinity. DeLillo often satires masculine ideals and,
especially in White Noise, implicitly recognizes the origins of conceptions of masculine and
feminine not in nature but in social constructions of gender difference. However, he only
touches on this phenomenon as it applies to heterosexual men (Jack in White Noise, Lyle in
Players), and the pressures they feel to fulfill a certain masculine image as it is created
within the discursive structures of ‘plot' and the capitalist system.(It is arguable he uses
Rosemary in Players to this end. but she is ultimately a device rather than a round character,
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and thus does not seem to indicate a connection to political or social issues as do DeLillo's
male characters.) Ofcourse, DeLillo’s characterization of masculinity as constructed
implicitly characterizes femininity; but DeLillo undennines this when he characterizes gay
men as he does in Libra. At any rate, although Ferrie is not fully part of the hierarchal
masculine world ofthe government or of the plotters, this is not necessary to validate him
as a character with a basically subversive effect.
Problematic though it is, DeLillo is aware of his portrayal of Ferrie as an outsider
character. When Oswald first meets Ferrie, as an adolescent with a group of friends trying
to illegally purchase a gun, DeLillo punctures the uneasy interaction with Oswald's insights
about Ferrie as a man;“He was totally remote,” Oswald reflects; “He forgets I'm here”;
“This man is strange even to himself’{L 44-5). When Ferrie is introduced to the
homosocial enclave where the plotters bring Oswald to isolate and train him, he observes it
with a detached eye, in a way that almost seems to align him with DeLillo himself as
intellectual observer and archivist of contemporary society: “Ferrie understood the gestalt
of serious talks. He’d studied psychology through the mail with Italian masters”(169;
original italics). This line is of course delivered facetiously, recalling certain
characterizations of Lyle in Players, for example, after reflecting that “the amplitude pulse
of history” lies in the “crypts” of the World Trade Center and the surrounding
neighborhood, Lyle happily remarks that he “[feels] intelligent again”(P 132). This does
not seem to problematize DeLillo’s own voice, but does reveal an awareness of what critics
cite as problems with postmodernist works

the theory references and elitism, the self

grandeur ofthe academic observer. Ferrie’s characterization as a comical character, it
seems, others him from the characters in more than one way. He becomes a metafictive
device, who, in his detachment from the plot and the narrative (in both senses of each
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word), exhibits an extratextual awareness. He becomes a device through which one
reevaluates masculinity as it is otherwise presented in the text.
“Men w ere alw ays conferring at Wading Point.” Ferrie observes as he drives to the
isolated meeting place of the plotters, “absorbed in serious talk”:
The hunched bearing, the repetitive gestures, the setjaws and fixed regard,
the economy of the group, the fonnal air of exclusion, bodies leaning inward
toward a center. {Libra 169)
Here he consciously identifies the boundaries created by these homosocial groups, the
boundaries he is going to transverse himself to become a part — if a transient, uncertain
part

of the plotters' group. As Ferrie enters the lodge in which Carmine Latta, a

heavyweight in the group, is housed, he thinks that he “[finds] himself becoming part ofthe
other man's consciousness, seeing the world, the room, the dynamics of power as Carmine
Latta saw them” {L 170). This becomes an extension of a greater masculine sphere when it
becomes clear that Latta controls a powerful illegal network of“casinos, betting parlors,
drug traffic,” a system that is revealed to overlap with other power structures as it also
accepts coiTupt government officials in its ranks {L 170). Ferrie can perceive this network
because he too crosses boundaries between networks: originally recruited by Everett, he is
also still involved in government work. Though, typical to DeLillo’s portrayal of the lack of
efficiency and order in the bureaucracy,just how much he is involved and how much the
government knows is vague. As in Players, the distinction between government agents and
the plotters is constantly problematized and is often difficult to discern

as evidenced by

the origins of the conspiracy itself (What does always delineate both the government and
the plotters from the masses, however, is that those in both exclusive groups are middleaged men

with the exception of Lee Oswald, a young man and the fall guy of the scheme

and most often white.) But. whereas Everett and the other foimer members of the SE
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Detail become more solidly excluded from the government sphere as the plot progresses
and solidifies the binary between the plotters and those against whom they plot, Ferrie
maintains his ability to enter and exit each homosocial system at will.
In addition to his access to both the plot and the bureaucratic goings-on, Ferrie
serves as the go-between between Oswald and the plotters, most of whom only meet
Oswald when they meet at Wading Point. Ferrie also becomes something of a spiritual
guide for Oswald, though a rather limited one. In a novel that otherwise stresses either
human control(by orchestrating plots and thereby solidifying delineations between
themselves in often homosocial groups) or posthumanist worries (as the plotters lose
control ofthe plot), Ferrie is the sole character that recognizes a sort of cosmic order. He
claims that “[ajstrology is the language of the night sky, of starry aspect and position, the
truth at the edge of human affairs” {L 175). Later, Ferrie introduces Oswald to Clay Shaw
who is seated in a plush room with two “young men [. . .] alert and bright as weathercocks,”
and who is described as one who “had the easy manner of someone clearly educated to all
the right things”(1315).(He appears in only this passage in the novel.) When Oswald,
whose birthday is October 18, is identified as “[a] Libran

The Scales,” “The Balance”

— Shaw outlines the personalities of the “positive Libran”(“well-balanced, levelheaded, a
sensible fellow respected by all”) and the “negative Libran who is, let’s say, somewhat
unsteady and impulsive”{L 315). Guess which one Lee Harvey Oswald is.
Ferrie’s perception of a cosmic controlling force seems to have some merit within
the novel: DeLillo aligns Oswald’s personality quite closely to the negative Libran’s.
Oswald is very impulsive, traveling to Russia on a whim in a hope to find a place in the
theoretically egalitarian society, and making an assassination attempt on the life of a rightwing Texan politician with little planning. The image of the scales also comes into play on
several other levels. DeLillo draws parallels between the lives of Oswald and Kennedy
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himself(“Poor handw riling, terrible spelling, like Kennedy. Wives pregnant at the same
time. Brothers named Robert”[L 336]), creating a sort of morbid symmetry of two destined
to meet. There is also the balance of the systems themselves, as the government and the
group of plotters are both at odds and reflective of one another, and as the members of each
homosocial group project on those othered and “outside” the system a series of
characteristics opposite to their own. This perhaps explains Ferrie’s hairless whiteness, his
lack of characteristics, as he is outsider from every group and thus defines himself in
relation to no group. This in turn infonns his belief in a universal cosmic system, as it is
perceived as a system elevated from any cultural or social influence. Ofcourse, as DeLillo
very well knows, every system of belief is infonned by a social context. This is perhaps
why. when Oswald and Ferrie leave Clay Shaw and step out into the twilight — itself a
liminal temporality

Oswald asks Ferrie,“Do you believe in astrology?”(1315). Ferrie

replies, “1 believe in everything”(Z, 315). Ferrie, as a gay man,can subvert the homosociety
of both the bureaucracy and the plot; and, as an outsider and thus a man who is not attached
to any group's ideology, perceives the validity in all ideologies. As a man who shifts from
group to group, from ideological space to ideological space, and thus who can maintain his
sense of self between differing constructions of reality as created within differing
epistemological structures, Ferrie's relativism reflects the fluidity of his identity, and his
awareness of that fluidity. Ferrie recognizes the ‘plot’ as a discursive force, and the
dichotomy presented in that discourse between masculine and feminine, between ‘us’ and
‘them.’
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